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Conflict Update # 203 

October 6th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 61,330 (+330) soldiers killed, 2,449 (+14) enemy tanks, 5,064 (+26) armored  combat vehicles, 1,424 

(+10) artillery systems, 344 (+3) MLRS systems, 177 (+0) air defense systems, 266 (+0) warplanes, 232 (+0) helicopters, 

1,047 (+15) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 246 (+0) cruise missiles, 15 (+0) warships/cutters, 3,854 (+13) trucks 

and tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 134 (+4) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 

Russia’s use of Iranian-made drones is 

not generating asymmetric effects the way 

the Ukrainian use of US-provided HIMARS 

systems has done and is unlikely to affect 

the course of the war significantly. 

The Wagner Private Military Company 
announced the creation of its own private 

Telegram channel on October 6, indicating 

that Wagner financier Yevgeny Prigozhin 

may want a voice that is clearly his own to 

compete with milbloggers and possibly 

Chechen warlord Ramzan Kadyrov, who all 

have their own Telegram channels. 

Ukrainian forces continued 

counteroffensive operations in 

northeastern Kharkiv Oblast near Kupyansk 

and operations to threaten Russian 

positions along the Kreminna-Svatove road 

in western Luhansk Oblast on October 6. 

Russian troops are likely establishing 

defensive positions in upper Kherson 

Oblast following the collapse of the Russian 

line in northeast Kherson. 

Russian troops continued ground 

attacks in Donetsk Oblast on October 6 and 

likely made incremental gains around 

Bakhmut. 
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Russian forces continued to conduct routine artillery, air, and missile strikes west of Hulyaipole, and in 

Dnipropetrovsk and Mykolaiv Oblasts on October 6. 

Local Russian officials appear to be frantically looking for ways to fund their mobilized units as the Kremlin 

increasingly expects local administrations to pay for the war effort from their own budgets. 

The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported today Russian forces began the forced mobilization of 

Ukrainian citizens in Russian-occupied Kremina and Starobilsk, Luhansk Oblast. 

Ukrainian Counteroffensives - Eastern 

Ukraine:   (Oskil River-Kreminna Line) - 

Ukrainian forces continued counteroffensive 

operations in northeastern Kharkiv Oblast 

near Kupyansk today. The Russian MoD 

claimed that their forces repelled “up to three 

[Ukrainian] battalion tactical groups [sic]” as 

they attempted to advance towards 

Pershotravneve (20km northeast of 

Kupyansk), Kyslivka (23km southeast of 

Kupyansk), and Berestove (30km northeast of 

Kupyansk).  

Geolocated footage also shows Ukrainian 

troops in Hlushkivka, 14km southeast of 

Kupyansk, indicating that Ukrainian troops are 

continuing to make eastward gains around 

Kupyansk.  

A Russian milblogger claimed that Ukrainian 

forces are attempting to extend the 

counteroffensive pocket around Kupyansk 

northeast towards Vilshana and east towards 

Orlianka (22km east of Kupyansk) and that 

Ukrainian troops are sending reinforcements 

to this pocket.  

The deputy chief of the Main Operational 

Department of the Ukrainian General Staff, 

Brigadier General Oleksiy Hromov, reported 

that Russian troops are attempting to slow 

Ukrainian advances on the Kupyansk-Svatove 

direction, suggesting that Russian troops around Kupyansk are concerned that Ukrainians will use positions in this area 

to threaten Svatove from the northwest. 

Ukrainian troops continued counteroffensive operations to threaten Russian positions along the Kreminna-Svatove 

road in western Luhansk Oblast earlier today. Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) Ambassador to Russia Rodion Miroshnik 

claimed that over 10,000 Ukrainian troops have amassed west of Kreminna, and that Russian forces have largely lost 

contact with Svatove and Kreminna.  
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Several Russian sources stated that Ukrainian troops are continuing sabotage and reconnaissance activities along the 

R66 (Svatove-Kreminna road) and that Russian troops are preparing for the defense of the Svatove-Kreminna line. Local 

citizens and Russian troops have reportedly evacuated Svatove in anticipation of Ukrainian attacks. 

Southern Ukraine: (Kherson Oblast) - Russian troops are likely establishing defensive positions in upper Kherson 

Oblast following the collapse of the Russian line in northeast Kherson. Satellite imagery dated October 3 and 4 shows 

Russian trench lines and radar deflector 

systems in the Beryslav-Nova Kakovkha 

area, which suggests that Russian 

troops are falling back to reinforce 

defensive positions in central Kherson 

Oblast in the face of recent Ukrainian 

advances in northeast Kherson Oblast. 

Russian milbloggers claimed that 

Ukrainian forces largely focused on 

regrouping in northern Kherson Oblast 

and did not conduct ground attacks on 

October 6. The Russian MoD echoed 

claims made by some milbloggers that 

Ukrainian troops conducted limited 

ground attacks to break through new 

Russian defensive lines in northern 

Kherson, particularly from Piatykhatky 

(about 35km south of the 

Dnipropetrovsk Oblast border).  

Russian sources also suggested that 

Ukrainian troops conducted limited 

ground attacks northwest of Kherson 

City earlier today. A Russian milblogger 

stated that Ukrainian forces are 

conducting troop rotations northwest 

and west of Kherson City near Posad 

Pokrovske and Oleksandrivka in 

preparation for further attacks in the 

direction of Kherson City.  

The milblogger claimed that Ukrainian 

troops attacked Russian positions near 

Novohryhorivka, about 25km northwest of Kherson City. Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command noted that a 

reinforced Russian tactical unit of an unspecified echelon attempted to attack in the direction of Lyubomirivka (27km 

northwest of Kherson City), likely in an attempt to push the frontline further north of Kherson City to afford Russian 

troops a wider buffer zone between Ukrainian positions and critical concentration areas near the Dnipro River 

yesterday. 

Ukrainian forces today additionally continued their interdiction campaign in support of ground operations. Social media 

footage shows the aftermath of a HIMARS strike on a building used by Russian forces in Kherson City on the night of 
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October 5 to 6. Residents of Oleshky (5km southwest of Kherson City) reported smoke following Ukrainian strikes in the 

area. Ukrainian forces also reportedly conducted strikes on the Antonivskyi Bridge. 

Russian Subordinate Main Effort—Donetsk Oblast - Russian troops continued ground attacks in Donetsk Oblast 

today and likely made incremental gains around Bakhmut. The Russian MoD claimed that Russian forces took full 

control of Zaitseve (8km southeast of Bakhmut), but some milbloggers said that claims of the capture of Zaitseve are 

premature and that Wagner Group forces are continuing attempts to take full control of Zaitseve.  

A Russian milblogger claimed that Wagner Group fighters took control of Vesela Dolyna (5km southeast of Bakhmut) 

and are advancing northwest towards Ivanhrad. The Ukrainian General Staff noted that Russian troops continued 

ground attacks northeast of Bakhmut near Yakovlivka, Soledar and Bakhmutske and south of Bakhmut near Odradivka, 

Mayorsk, and Zaitseve.  

Ukrainian and Russian sources stated that Russian forces fought along the western outskirts of the Donetsk City-

Avdiivka area and conducted ground assaults near Krasnohorivka and Vodyane and southwest of Donetsk City near 

Pobieda and Novomykhailivka. Russian troops continued routine shelling around Bakhmut and the Donetsk City-

Avdiivka area. 

By the numbers – From the latest numbers above, it appears that Ukraine is taking a breather and rotating troops 

across all fronts. This is being reported by Russian milbloggers as well. But, as usual, Ukraine maintains radio silence at 

all times. 

Ukrainian forces advance in regions seized by Russia as Putin vows 'stabilization' - Ukrainian forces have 

continued their advance in the south and east, retaking territory occupied by Moscow, even as Putin said he expected 

the situation to "stabilize" in the four Ukrainian regions incorporated by Russia last week. 

Putin also ordered his government to seize immediate control over Europe's biggest nuclear power plant, located in the 

Russian-controlled region of Zaporizhzhya, prompting Rafael Grossi, the head of the UN nuclear agency, to depart for 

Kyiv for consultations on the facility with Ukrainian authorities. 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy said in his nightly address late on October 5 that Novovoskresenske, 

Novohryhorivka, and Petropavlivka settlements to the northeast of the city of Kherson had been "liberated." 

Kherson is the capital of one of four partially Russian-occupied regions that the Kremlin formally seized, along with 

Donetsk, Luhansk, and Zaporizhzhya. 

Moment Russian troops flying a white 

flag from their tank turret surrender to 

Ukraine - This is the moment a squad of 

Russian soldiers flying a white flag from the 

turret of their tank surrendered in Ukraine.  

Footage filmed in Kherson, in the south of 

Ukraine, shows a Russian BMP-2 driving out 

from behind a set of trees and stopping in 

front of Ukrainian troops before three crew 

get out with their hands raised. 

The Ukrainians then move in, strip the 

soldiers of their weapons and take them as POWs in what appears to be a pre-arranged operation. 
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Ukraine's military intelligence said more than 2,000 Russian soldiers had called a hotline asking how to give themselves 

up rather than risk being killed on the battlefield. 

Ukraine set to push further ahead - The city of Lyman, a key transport node, fell at the weekend and troops have 

been mopping up in small villages along the nearby Oskil River in recent days. 

Ukraine now looks set for a push deeper into Luhansk province - which Russia almost-totally controls - with the cities of 

Svatove and Kreminna in their sights. 

The two-pronged offensives mean Putin is now losing territory in three of the four oblasts he annexed last week, 

claiming they were Russian 'forever'. 

Dmitry Peskov, his spokesman, vowed yesterday that Russian troops would re-take all the lost ground and the regions 

would 'never be returned' to Ukraine. 

Putin himself said he expects the situation on the frontlines to 'stabilize', likely a reference to the 300,000 men he 

recently conscripted into the military. 
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While some of those men have already been thrown on to the frontlines, most are not expected to arrive for weeks at 

least and the situation on the ground is expected to remain fluid for some time. 

Putin's land-grab and conscription has been coupled with nuclear threats aimed at both Ukraine and the West as he 

attempts to hold on to the gains his beleaguered army has made in more than seven months of fighting. 

But experts and observers are doubtful he will be able to do so, with anonymous US officials briefing yesterday that re-

taking Crimea - Russia's most-heavily reinforced region in Ukraine - is now a realistic possibility for Kyiv's men. 

The peninsula is effectively one big Russian military base, containing the home port of its Black Sea Fleet at Sevastopol 

and two airfields, along with many smaller troop bases and ammunition dumps. 

But a senior US officer told The Telegraph that Russia's faltering war effort could mean 'the recapture of Crimea by 

Ukraine is now a distinct possibility and can no longer be discounted'. 

The official added: 'It is clear that Russia no longer has the ability or willpower to defend key positions, and if the 

Ukrainians succeed in recapturing Kherson, then there is a very real possibility that it will ultimately be able to 

recapture Crimea.' 

Russian aviation delivers missile strike on Ukraine from Belarus for the first time since August – Earlier 

today Russian aviation launched a missile strike on Ukraine from the territory of Belarus, Oleksiy Gromov, Deputy Chief 

of the Main Operational Directorate of the General Staff of the Ukrainian army told Ukrainska Pravda newspaper. 

“This morning, 4 Tu-22 M3 planes of the aggressor state launched a strike on Ukrainian territory from the airspace of 

Belarus. The last time aviation was used from this direction was on 28 August,” he said. 

Ukrainian Air Force spokesperson Ihnat noted that the strike in question targeted the Khmelnytskyi region with Kh-22 

missiles. One missile landed near an infrastructure object, while the other hit an empty area. There are no casualties or 

injuries, he said. 

On 4 October, Lukashenka stated that Belarus is taking part in the “special military operation”, however, it does not 

send its servicemen to the conflict zone. “As for our participation in the special military operation in Ukraine, we do 

participate. We don’t hide it. But we don’t kill anyone. We don’t send our military there. We do not violate our 

obligations,” he said. 

U.S. intelligence agencies reportedly believe a car bombing that killed the daughter of Kremlin-connected far-

right ideologue Aleksandr Dugin was authorized by elements within the Ukrainian government. 

Five weeks to pack up - On 1 October, just after Putin signed treaties illegally annexing Ukraine’s occupied 

territories, the Ukrainian army liberated Lyman. At around 5 PM Moscow time, the Russian MoD said with a heavy 

heart: “Due to the threat of encirclement, allied troops were withdrawn from the settlement of Krasny Lyman (Russia 

uses the old Soviet name for this city — author's note) to more advantageous frontiers.”  

In fact, the fate of the Russian soldiers and officers in the town is unclear (according to Ukrainian reports, between 

3,000 and 6,000 Russian army personnel were stationed in Lyman). Some of them may have managed to break out of 

the encirclement, but many of them were most likely either killed or taken prisoner. Ukraine has won a victory 

comparable to the liberation of the Kharkiv region and the liquidation of the Izium grouping of the Russian army. The 

Armed Forces of Ukraine (AFU) are now able to gain ground in the Luhansk region. Moscow now faces the question of 

how to respond to another heavy military defeat. 

The battle for Lyman is sometimes called the “final chapter” of the Izium-Kupiansk operation. There’s some justification 

for that: indeed, a stage in the offensive of the Ukrainian troops that began on 5 September has drawn to a close. In the 
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next few days, the AFU can take a breather to make up for their losses, re-group if necessary and prepare for a new 

round of fighting. It is more likely, however, that the pace of the Ukrainian offensive will be maintained in order to 

prevent the enemy from gaining a foothold on the new lines of defence. 

By the end of March, the AFU was able to push Russian forces out of Kyiv, Chernihiv and Sumy regions, eliminating the 

immediate threat to Kyiv. For Ukraine, however, the war with Russia was largely unsuccessful until mid-summer.  

Considerable ground was lost in the south — almost all of Luhansk and close to half of the Kharkiv region. Izium fell on 

1 April, and Lyman was lost at the end of May. There was a real threat of Ukrainian troops operating east of the Lyman-

Bakhmut line being encircled, opening the way for a Russian offensive against Sloviansk and Kramatorsk.  

In early September, the situation in eastern Ukraine began to change. Russian defences near Balakliya was breached, 

and within a week, the Ukrainian Army had practically liberated Kharkiv Oblast, taking Kupiansk and Izium. At the same 

time, Ukrainian troops stepped up activity in the direction of Lyman. The Siverskyi Donets River was forced, several 

important settlements were liberated, and, on 9 September, Ukrainian advanced units reached the suburbs of Lyman. 

On 10 September, an offensive was launched against this small but strategically important town but attempts to storm 

it head-on proved unsuccessful. Had they continued, the Ukrainian army could have suffered heavy losses. The 

Ukrainian command’s subsequent decision was the only possible one: to bypass Lyman from the north- and southwest, 

cutting off supply routes, ammunition and reinforcements. And they did exactly that. (Comment – we included this 

assessment in our Updates of the day). 

In early September, the AFU occupied the Korovii Yar and Ridkodub settlements in the north, taking Drobysheve on 29-

30 September. The same two days saw Yampil in the southern region of Vinnytsia liberated. From that moment, the 

fate of Lyman was sealed. It remained to close the encirclement ring in the area of Zarichne-Torske, which is a transport 

hub linking Lyman with the Russian-occupied territory of the Luhansk region. 

By Sunday evening on 2 October, Ukrainian forces had taken Torske and finally cut off the road through it. However, 

the outcome of the battle for Lyman was clear even earlier — on 30 September. A day later, on 1 October, Moscow 

ordered its troops to evacuate and move to “more advantageous frontiers”. It is not immediately clear where these 

“advantageous frontiers” are. Some sources claim that the Russian troops that were able to break out of the 

encirclement are concentrated near Kreminna (30 kilometres from Lyman), covering the Rubizhne — Sievierodonetsk 

— Lysychansk agglomeration from the north-west. 

According to the UK MoD, Lyman’s importance is that it controls key communications crossing the Siverskyi Donets 

river and used by Russia “to consolidate defences.” To this we can add that with its capture, the AFU has gained access 

to operational space in the northern part of the Luhansk region, which was seized by Russia in the spring of 2022. 

(Comment – of even greater import is capturing Lyman opened the road to Svatove, located on the strategic rail 

connection to the oblasts recently illegally annexed by Russia). 

Finding a scapegoat 

As soon as the prospect of Lyman’s fall loomed, Russia began searching for someone to blame. Naturally, military 

leadership was chosen as a scapegoat. General Gurulev, former deputy commander of the troops of Russia’s Southern 

Military District and current member of the State Duma, said: “From a military point of view, I can’t explain the 

surrender of Lyman. It wasn’t a short-lived battle. It’s unclear to me why the situation wasn’t properly assessed, and 

the grouping wasn’t reinforced during all this time. The problem is in pervasive and endemic lies, everyone giving out 

‘good situation’ reports. This system covers the whole system from the top down.” 
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Gurulev was also interested in another important question. “What happened to the 1.5 million sets [of uniforms] that 

were stored at the personnel reception points? We have problems with uniforms and other things. It was all there — 

where has it gone?” he lamented. “There’s no one anywhere that can give me an explanation!”  

The last question is clearly rhetorical. A high-ranking general must know where his military uniforms have disappeared 

to — clearly, they have been stolen and sold off. 

Finally, Russia’s defeats in the east have raised the question of responsibility for a war that Putin cannot win and is 

likely to lose. There are two options here: either the top political figures and the military, in the name of saving the 

regime, will accuse Putin of starting a war that cannot be won, or Putin will accuse the generals that they lost the war 

through incompetence or even betrayal. The consequences of either option are clear. 

What’s next? 

A showdown between Putin and his generals is inevitable, but most likely will drag on for several months. A lot can 

happen during that time. The capture of Lyman allows Ukrainian forces to advance in two main directions.  

The first is on Svatove, an important transport junction where several highways that supply Russian troops in the 

Donetsk and Luhansk regions intersect. During the offensive, the AFU may cut the Svatove-Kreminna road and 

eliminate Russian strongholds that run along it. In the Svatove area, advancing Ukrainian units may encounter forces 

from Kupiansk moving towards them and, in the event of Svatove’s liberation, the AFU can launch an offensive on 

Starobilsk.  

Another potential line of action by the Ukrainian army in the coming weeks is an attack on Kreminna, the town that 

covers the Rubizhne — Sievierodonetsk — Lysychansk agglomeration from the northwest, which Ukraine lost in June. 

The results of such actions by the AFU are still hard to tell, but if they are successful, Russia’s position in the entire 

northern part of the Luhansk region will be undermined. The time factor is very important: the Ukrainian army has 4-5 

weeks to storm Svatove, Starobilsk and Kreminna, as in November we can expect the autumn thaw, during which the 

combat operational intensity is greatly reduced. We cannot expect Moscow to decide to move any significant forces to 

the Luhansk region from Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions or from the Donetsk direction. In this case, the defences 

would be weakened.  

The nature of Ukraine’s possible actions in the coming days and weeks is roughly clear. It’s more difficult to answer this 

question: what will Moscow do? Only one thing is evident so far — the Russian authorities will try to stop the advance 

of the AFU in the east by throwing untrained masses of mobilized men into battle.  

The only obvious result of this will be a monstrous level of casualties. People who have just been drafted into the army 

don’t have the slightest idea of how to behave in combat. Rocket terror against Ukrainian cities and critical 

infrastructure will be pushed to the limit.  

The Kremlin will accuse Ukraine of aggression and declare war on its occupied territories. Finally, in desperation, Putin 

might risk a nuclear strike on Ukrainian troops or infrastructure — that cannot be ruled out. That would be the end of 

Putin, Russia and, who knows, perhaps all of modern civilization. 

Comment – Forced mobilization of Ukrainian citizens in illegally annexed oblasts will include both those in favor of 

joining Russia and those not in favor. The latter will more than likely surrender at the first opportunity to their fellow 

but erstwhile countrymen. (novayagazeta.eu). We are already hearing reports of Russian soldiers surrendering across 

fronts where newly-arrived “Shanghaied” recruits are arriving. 
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Nuclear 

Russia says it is remains "fully committed" to avoiding a nuclear conflict amid global concerns that recent 

statements from the Kremlin indicated atomic weapons are an option if Moscow's war on Ukraine escalates. 

Putin 

Putin has 'lost control' as infighting breaks out among Russia's elite - Videos have emerged on social media 

that appeared to show infighting among Russia's elite, with mobilized Russians allegedly complaining about 

accommodation conditions before being sent to fight in Ukraine. 

On Wednesday, the pro-Russian Telegram channel Rybar published a video that appeared to show Russian soldiers 

standing in front of a passenger train. The clip has been geolocated to Russia's Belgorod region near the Ukraine 

border. 

"We are now in the Belgorod region. There are about 500 of us. Material support, monetary allowance...Absolutely 

nothing!" the cameraman states, panning the video to his fellow soldiers. The majority have their face covered with 

masks. 

"There is absolutely zero preparation," he says, while another man in the video adds: "We eat what we buy for 

ourselves." 

Analyzing the clip, journalists have suggested that the video could be staged by Yevgeny Prigozhin, founder of the 

Russian mercenary outfit, the Wagner Group, over his dissatisfaction with how the Ukraine war is being handled. 

Eliot Higgins, the founder of the investigative journalism group Bellingcat, also suggested Prigozhin could be staging 

clips to underline the Kremlin. 

"If Prigozhin is using Wagner to stage videos to undermine [Russian Defense Minister Sergei] Shoigu then Putin really 

has lost control of the situation," he tweeted. "Also pretty funny seeing Prigozhin direct his disinformation efforts from 

the West to Putin and Russia. I suspect a heart attack or a fall out a window could be on the cards." 

Russia finally admits it's fighting 'war' in Ukraine as facade cracks - Russian state TV has for the first time 

described President Vladimir Putin's full-scale invasion against Ukraine as a "war," as cracks begin to show nearly eight 

months into the conflict. 

Putin ally and Russian TV presenter Vladimir Solovyov, nicknamed "Putin's voice" for his stridently pro-Kremlin views, 

used the word "war" to describe events in Ukraine on his Russia-1 show, Evening with Vladimir Solovyov, on 

Wednesday. 

State propaganda has so far echoed the Kremlin line that conflict that began on February 24 is a "special military 

operation" and not an "all-out war." 

Russian citizens have been convicted for referring to Putin's assault on Ukraine as a "war" or as an "invasion" under 

laws passed in March to crack down on dissent. 

Solovyov on Wednesday night criticized Russians for doomscrolling and argued they would have lost the Second World 

War had previous generations done the same. 

He also said citizens are treating Putin's war like the World Cup, "where we support our national side and are wild with 

delight in the qualification games, but later, we absolutely hate them when things go wrong." 
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"No! This is our life. It's our war. It's our war against absolute Satanism, not at all against Ukraine," Solovyov said, in 

what appears to be the first time the conflict has been described as a war on Russian state TV. "Ukraine is nothing but 

[their] means. It's a war in which the objective is absolutely clear." 

"Yes it's difficult for us at the front at the moment, and today there was a historical event. The Federation Council 

voted [for the annexation of four Ukrainian regions]. So now it's a war on our territory," Solovyov added. 

His remarks come amid an apparent shift on Russian state TV about the war, with guests and hosts demanding answers 

from the Kremlin and admitting the country's shortcomings in the conflict. 

Putin warns milbloggers over criticism with phantom arrest as Russians retreat near Kherson - So much 

for the unvarnished truth coming from Vladimir Putin’s supposed expert observers on the Russian war in Ukraine. The 

tsar sent a clear pour encourager les autres signal to Russian milbloggers yesterday by arresting a leader in that 

community — and a well-connected one at that, at least until yesterday. Or was it yesterday? 

ISW reports that Putin’s had enough of criticisms of his leadership, even if that criticism avoided any hint of lese 

majeste. However, this seems a bit suspicious for other reasons, and may have been just for show. 

Putin is not backing down. He's pivoting—to a new, dreadful kind of warfare - Those who think that Russia 

has lost the war in Ukraine given Ukraine's recent military victories need to think again. They don't understand Putin's 

mindset, his high-risk tolerance, and his willingness to fight and create mayhem to win a high stakes battle. The 

overwhelming advantage Ukraine is now enjoying, fueled by the U.S., which has supplied superior training and top-of-

the-line military hardware, will result in Russia turning to a new strategy. 

Energy has always been Putin's best weapon, and OPEC+ just handed Russia a massive win by announcing the biggest 

oil supply cut since 2020 amid soaring inflation in Eurozone and the U.S. If oil hits $100 a barrel—a real possibility 

now—Russia will make $1 billion a day, according to United Refining Company CEO John Catsimatidis. This will continue 

financing Putin's war machine and enable him to deploy his energy weapon against Europe, as winter is approaching. 

All of which is to say, Putin is not backing down. He is recalibrating. When hounded, Putin's MO is to fight back to get 

out of his corner. "If you want to win, then you have to fight to the finish in every fight, as if it was the last and decisive 

battle," Putin once said. "You need to assume that there is no retreat." That's how Putin has always fought, and it's 

been his strategy since the beginning of this conflict. 

He will not be backing down this time, either. Ukraine is part of what Russia considers its vital security perimeter, 

meaning this fight has existential stakes for Moscow and for Putin personally. Ukraine's victories on the battlefield will 

not result in Putin ending the war but rather a turn away from conventional warfare. 

The only question is, what will he turn to? 

Russian strategists have long been working on new generation warfare tactics, which include the so-called Strategic 

Operation to Defeat Critical Infrastructure of the Adversary (SOPKVOP), which prioritizes civilian instead of military 

targets, employs both kinetic and non-kinetic strikes, and can be used both in wartime and in peace time. The goal is to 

defeat a population's will to fight and unbalance a society by degrading facilities that are vital for its functioning. 

The Russians believe that Western societies have a low threshold of tolerance for discomfort and hardship and that 

people will put pressure on the government to stop the pain. Expect Moscow to target Europe and the U.S. with cyber 

strikes on critical infrastructure to compel us to abandon our support for Ukraine. 

They've been preparing for this for a long time. Russia has studied the U.S. and other countries' vulnerabilities and 

conducted "proof-of-concept" on critical infrastructure. In March, the U.S. Department of Justice indicted four Russian 

intelligence operatives and a cyber-hacker who worked for the Russian government and were conducting two separate 
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"historical" hacking campaigns worldwide between 2012 and 2018. The key target of this clandestine program was the 

global energy sector. The Russians were doing what we call in the intelligence business "strategic targeting": mapping 

out access in order to disrupt and damage computer systems at a future time of its choosing, as part of the intelligence 

preparation of the battle space. Thousands of computers at hundreds of companies and organizations in approximately 

135 countries were impacted. 

Russian mobilization 

Two Russians apply for asylum in U.S. state of Alaska after fleeing to avoid military service - Two 

Russians who said they fled their home country to avoid compulsory military service have requested asylum in the US 

after landing on a remote Alaskan island in the Bering Sea, U.S. Senator Lisa Murkowski's office said today.  

Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts - Local Russian officials appear to be frantically looking for ways to 

fund their mobilized units as the Kremlin increasingly expects local administrations to pay for the war effort from their 

own budgets, as ISW has previously reported. A Russian opposition outlet reported yesterday that the Ministry of 

Industry and Trade for the Republic of Mari El forced business owners to “donate” 1% of their earnings to fund 

mobilized personnel in the Republic.  

The ministry reportedly threatened to mobilize the employees of businesses that did not comply. One businessman 

told the outlet that he had to transfer money despite personal opposition to the war in order to protect his employees, 

and that the stated purpose of the funds was "voluntary donations to provide humanitarian assistance to military 

personnel called up for partial mobilization." An anti-war Russian outlet reported that public employees and teachers in 

Krasnodar Krai were forced to "voluntarily” deduct one day of October pay to transfer to a fund to support mobilized 

personnel. The outlet noted that authorities in Krasnodar previously forced public officials to donate parts of their 

salaries to repair a highway in Russian-occupied Crimea in 2014. Omsk Governor Alexander Burkov reported on October 

5 that Omsk faced a budget deficit of more than 13 billion rubles and was unable to pay for the additional benefits for 

mobilized Omsk citizens—like childcare support—that other, wealthier regions of Russia were able to provide. Burkov 

was responding to a video circulated by Omsk servicemembers who alleged that their salaries were unpaid. 

It is unclear whether Omsk Oblast is providing any salary to its mobilized citizens, or which government entities are 

responsible for paying mobilized men—the Russian Ministry of Defense, the federal government, or local 

administrations. However, Moscow Oblast governor Andrei Vorobyov told mobilized men from Moscow on October 6 

that the Moscow administration has purchased necessary equipment for them; his remarks received general acclaim 

from the milblogger community. The Ministry of Defense is demonstrably not providing even basic military equipment 

to mobilized personnel. It appears to be leaving wealthy oblasts to fill that gap, while mobilized men from poorer 

oblasts may be going without non-crowdsourced equipment entirely. 

The Ukrainian Resistance Center reported today that Russian forces began the forced mobilization of Ukrainian citizens 

in Russian-occupied Kremina and Starobilsk, Luhansk Oblast. The Center reported that Russian forces are sending 

Ukrainians of all ages and health statuses to the frontlines without proper training or ammunition because Russian 

forces “benefit from [Ukrainian deaths] regardless of which side we are fighting for, because it breaks the mental ties 

between the regions.” 

Unidentified hackers used fake mobilization notices purportedly from military commissariats to install malware on 

Russian computers, according to a Russian cybersecurity company. KasperskyLabs reported that men received fake 

subpoenas from military registration offices calling on recipients to urgently appear at a place and time, with a PDF 

download purportedly containing more information. The PDFs contained malware used for corporate espionage data 

theft, which KasperskyLabs attributed to the Eastern Europe-oriented hacking group XDSpy. Russian military 

commissars are legally required to present mobilization notices in person, not via email.  
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Russian figures continue to poorly organize the nonconventional formation of volunteer battalions. Ultranationalist 

milblogger Igor Girkin announced that his “Novorossiya” Societal Division would no longer oversee the creation and 

management of the “Nevsky” volunteer battalion detachment. Girkin had commented on the progress of the ”Nevsky” 

detachment and its early October deadline for formation as recently as September 27. 

Newly-mobilized Russian citizens continued to arrive in all parts of occupied Ukraine to train “at training grounds in 

close proximity to areas where combat missions are being performed,” according to the Russian MoD. Mobilized 

citizens reportedly arrived in Luhansk and Donetsk oblasts for training on October 3 and 4. Russian proxy outlets also 

showed video of unspecified personnel training in Kherson Oblast and newly mobilized personnel training in Donetsk 

and Zaporizhia oblasts.  

The People’s Militia of the DNR reported on October 6 that the newly mobilized men will undergo intensive on-the-

ground training that takes into account Russia’s recent experiences with combat in Ukraine. The Russian MoD had told 

Interfax that ”after the training is completed, these units will begin to carry out tasks for the control and defense of the 

liberated territories and will also operate as part of reserve and reinforcement units.” 

Members of the (Russian) public continued to express their dissatisfaction with Russia’s “partial mobilization” through 

attacks and threats against military facilities across the country. An unidentified individual issued a bomb threat to the 

administrative building for the Military Commissariat in Ulan-Ude, the Republic of Buryatia on October 5. Russian 

authorities found no signs of an explosive. An unidentified person in Moscow threw four Molotov cocktails at an 

uninhabited barracks on October 5. Police also arrested an 11th grade girl on October 5 after she threw two Molotov 

cocktails at the military registration and enlistment office in Kazan, Republic of Tatarstan. 

The Russian military’s policy of funneling new recruits into pre-existing units as individual-level replacements is 

continuing to create incohesive formations down to the team level. A Washington Post journalist reported that 

Ukrainian forces captured a Russian tank team near Mykolaiv with three soldiers from three different sources: a driver 

who was a mobilized prisoner with paratrooper experience in the Russian military, a commander from the Wagner 

Private Military Company, and a gunner who was a mobilized Ukrainian from Luhansk. 

Peace talks 

Russia’s top senator urges Russian and Ukrainian parliaments to launch negotiations ‘today, right now’ 

Russian senate speaker Valentina Matviyenko has urged the Russian and Ukrainian parliaments to launch negotiations 

as soon as possible. 

“Let’s do it today, right now, at the G20 parliamentary platform, let’s come to the negotiating table: the parliament of 

Russia and the parliament of Ukraine. Let’s try to understand each other, to find some agreements,” she said during the 

G20 Parliamentary Speakers’ Summit in Indonesia. 

According to her, Russia has repeatedly offered to hold talks on the regulation of the “domestic Ukrainian crisis,” 

however, after several meetings in Istanbul, Ukraine abandoned the agreements “under external control.” 

“We would like to reiterate that we are for negotiations, for dialogue, we support a peaceful political solution to this 

crisis. Let’s find an agreement and come to the negotiating table,” Matviyenko said. 

Earlier, Ukrainian President Zelensky approved the decision of the National Security and Defence Council of Ukraine, 

which introduced a ban on negotiations with Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

Comment – As long as Putin declares that the four illegally annexed oblasts are “off the table” it is highly doubtful 

Ukraine will engage in any peace talks. 
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Impacts 

In a show of European solidarity, Ukraine has been added to Portugal and Spain's bid to host the 2030 World Cup. 

Russia’s skyrocketing defense spending, 2022–2023 - Russia’s continued aggression against Ukraine and the 

Kremlin’s attempts to escalate the political situation and mobilization, nuclear blackmail and possibly even sabotage on 

gas pipelines in the Baltic Sea raise the question: How do all these factors influence the Russian defense budget? 

Since May 2022, the Russian government has not released much data on the defense budget. Nevertheless, defense 

spending from January to April totaled almost 1.6 trillion rubles ($26.4 billion), with about 500 billion rubles ($8.3 

billion) of spending per month for March and April. Considering these dynamics in comparison with Moscow’s defense 

spending in previous years—roughly 300 billion rubles ($5 billion) per month—and the fact that the original defense 

budget in 2022 was 3.85 trillion rubles ($63.6 billion), the true amount for Russian defense spending in 2022 may well 

reach as much as 5.5 trillion rubles ($90.9 billion) by the end of the year (Budget.gov.ru, May 2022). 

The skyrocketing defense budget means less flexibility and efficiency for Russian government spending. Consequently, 

Moscow made the decision to share the burden of defense spending with regional and local budgets. As such, regional 

and local administrations will now purchase dual-use equipment, commercial unmanned aerial vehicles, laser-guided 

systems and other supplies through direct requests from the Russian Ministry of Defense (Publication.pravo.gov, 

October 3). This process is closely paired with the ongoing mobilization, which is facing not only chaos but also a deficit 

in basic equipment, medicine and combat support systems for the newly mobilized soldiers. Thus, the Russian defense 

budget in 2023 may receive additional money, but that will depend on the scale and success of mobilization. 

Belarusian strongman Lukashenka bans price hikes to curb inflation - Belarus' authoritarian ruler, Alyaksandr 

Lukashenka, has banned price increases as he looks to tackle accelerating inflation in a country wracked by Western 

sanctions over his disputed election and support for Russia in Moscow's war against Ukraine. 

Lukashenka announced the move on October 6 at a meeting with government officials. 

"As of the 6th [of October], all price increases are banned. Banned! As of today. Not tomorrow, today. This is so no one 

can drive up prices in the next 24 hours. That is why price increases are banned as of today," Lukashenka said. 

Lukashenka explained his decision by citing what he called an "outrageous" rise in food prices in recent months. 

"Prices cannot go higher... But there are exclusions, and those exclusions are under the control of the [economy] 

minister and governors," Lukashenka added without providing further details. 

Lukashenka said that for the January-September period, inflation was 13 percent, and could have quickened further to 

19 percent by the end of the year if no measure had been undertaken. 

Comment – Sanctions? 

Humanitarian 

Ambush recall their desperate escape - Tamara Halishnikova doesn't remember how long the attack targeting her 

and other residents trying to escape the Russian-occupied village of Kurylivka lasted. 

All she remembers are the sounds that rang out as the column of vehicles made its way along a railway embankment 

that late-September morning. 
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"There was an explosion, then automatic-weapons fire, then more explosions, then we went to the embankment, then 

gunfire, gunfire, gunfire," she said, speaking at a press conference to RFE/RL at a hospital in Kharkiv less than two 

weeks later. 

Halishnikova and her daughter, Lyudmyla Potapova, were among seven survivors of a September 25 attack on the 

vehicles, which carried 31 people attempting to flee fighting in Russian-held territory in northeastern Ukraine. Among 

the dead were 13 children, a pregnant woman, and Halishnikova's husband. 

The Ukrainian Security Service (SBU) has stated that the attackers were a Russian special forces group. The Prosecutor-

General's Office has said that it has opened a war crimes investigation into the matter. 

Survivors said the column of seven vehicles was being attacked with machine guns in an ambush. 

Russia submits preliminary objection to genocide case brought by Ukraine in UN court - Russia has 

submitted a preliminary objection to a genocide case brought by Ukraine against Russia, the International Court of 

Justice (ICJ) said on October 6. 

The UN’s highest court said on Twitter that it had received the filing, which has not been made public, on October 3. 

Moscow argued in a letter to the court earlier this year that the court -- the UN’s highest for disputes between states -- 

did not have jurisdiction because the Genocide Convention does not regulate the use of force between states. 

Parties can file preliminary objections with the ICJ if they believe the court does not have jurisdiction. 

Ukraine filed the case shortly after Russia's invasion began on February 24, saying that Moscow's stated justification for 

the invasion -- that it was acting to prevent a genocide in eastern Ukraine -- was unfounded. 

During hearings in March, Ukraine said there was no threat of genocide in eastern Ukraine, and that the UN's 1948 

Genocide Convention, which both countries have signed, does not allow an invasion to prevent an invasion. 

Containment 

Aircraft carrier USS George H.W. 

Bush docks in Souda, Crete - Aircraft 

Carrier USS George H.W. Bush Docks in 

Souda, Crete. 

Crete is located just outside the 

entrance to the Black Sea, where 

Russia’s fleet is holed up, unable to exit 

or replenish given Turkey closing the 

straits. 

Crete’s Naval Base, located at Souda 

Bay, is the only deep water port suitable 

for such large aircraft carriers in 

southern Europe and in all of the 

Mediterranean Sea. 

The only other similar bases available to the US Navy are the Norfolk, Virginia Naval Station, the Puget Sound Naval 

Shipyard in the state of Washington and the naval base in Dubai. 
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Something fishy in the Baltics….. 

Initial probe of Nord Stream leaks strengthens sabotage suspicions, Swedish investigators say - Sweden's 

security police and prosecutor's office say a preliminary investigation into leaks from two Russian gas pipelines in the 

Baltic Sea has strengthened suspicions of sabotage as the cause. 

The Swedish Security Police said on October 6 that the probe confirmed that “detonations" caused “extensive damage” 

to the Nord Stream 1 and Nord Stream 2 pipelines last week. 

The service didn't give details about its investigation, but a separate statement from the Swedish prosecutor who led 

the preliminary investigation said “seizures have been made at the crime scene and these will now be investigated.” 


